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A positive answer
to the Busemann-Petty problem
in three dimensions
By R.J. GARDNER*

Dedicatedto ProfessorC.A. Rogers
problem,concerningcenWe provethat in E3 the Busemann-Petty
ABSTRACT.
tral sectionsof centrallysymmetricconvexbodies, has a positiveanswer. Together
withotherresults,this settlesthe problemin each dimension.

1. Introduction
In [8],Busemannand Pettyasked the followingquestion,whichresulted
a problemin Minkowskiangeometry. Suppose K1 and
fromreformulating
K2 are convexbodies in n-dimensionalEuclidean space En and are centrally
withcenterat the origin,and such that
symmetric

An-1(K1nu') < An-l(K2 n u),
forall u in the unit sphere?n-1. Then is it truethat
An(Kl) < An(K2)?
(Here Ak denotes k-dimensionalLebesgue measure; see Section 2 forother
notation.)
The question,now generallyknownas the Busemann-Pettyproblem,has
oftenappeared in the literature.More than 30 yearsago, Busemann [7] gave
the problemwide exposure,and Klee raised it again in [22]. The problem
attractedthe attentionofthose workingin the local theoryof Banach spaces;
see, forexample,the paper [25,p. 99] of Milmanand Pajor. It surfacedagain
in Berger'sarticle[1, p. 663], and it is also stated in the books [6, p. 154], [9,
ProblemA9, p. 22] and [30, p. 423]. Many papers have contributedpartial
52A40,28A75,44A12,52A15,52A20,52A30,52A38,92C55.
SubjectClassification.
1991Mathematics
in partbyNSF GrantDMS 9201508.
Supported
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solutionsto the problem. We referthe readerto [11], [26], [33] and [35] for
detailedhistoricalcomments,and confineourselveshereto a fewremarks.
In [35],Zhang showsthat the answeris negativeforall n > 4. Since the
question is trivialin E2 (the hypothesesimplythat K1 C K2), our answer
for n = 3 settles the problemin all dimensions. The unexpectedpositive
natureof the solutionstands in completecontrastto the situationin higher
fromthe point of view of geometric
dimensions;this is especiallyinteresting
about a geometric
in whichone attemptsto obtain information
tomography,
its sectionsor projections.Geometrictomography
object fromdata concerning
has connectionswith functionalanalysis,and possible applicationsto robot
giventhere).
visionand stereology(see [12] and the references
Several previouspapers concernthe case n = 3. In [32], evidence is
providedto indicate that the method foundby Larman and Rogers [23] to
constructexamples in En for n > 12 will not workwhen n = 3. Bourgain
[4] provesthat his method,whichprovidesexamplesforn > 7, failsforn =
showedthat the Busemann3. Hadwiger[19] and Giertz [13] independently
answerwhenK1 and K2 are coaxial centered
Pettyproblemhas an affirmative
convexbodies of revolutionin E3. Of course,the presentpaper explainswhy
in higherdimensions
techniquespreviouslyused to constructcounterexamples
cannotsucceed,and demonstratesthat the extraassumptionsin the theorems
of Hadwigerand Giertzare quite redundant.
The most importantconcept in the solution for n = 3 (and, indeed,
in Zhang's solution for n > 4) is that of an intersectionbody. This was
introducedby Lutwak in [24], and it is now apparent that Lutwak's theorem [24, Theorem 10.1] representsthe firststep towardsthe fullsolutionof
bodies is, in a sense,
the Busemann-Pettyproblem. The class of intersection
dual to the betterknownclass of projectionbodies. The latter,whichare
just the centeredzonoids, have been intensivelystudied and have many applications;see, forexample, [5], [16], [31] and [30, Section 3.5]. In fact,the
Busemann-Pettyproblemhas a dual form,due to G.C. Shephard,in which
sectionsare replacedby projections.Shephard'sproblemwas solved,by Petty
shortlyafterit was posed, usingtools fromthe
and Schneiderindependently,
theory(see, forexample, [30, p. 422]). Lutwak's theorem,
Brunn-Minkowski
theoremofPettyand Schneider,similarlyutilizesthe
dual to a corresponding
theory. It is interestingto note that
machineryof a dual Brunn-Minkowski
the answerto Shephard's problemis negativeforall n > 3; SO this paper
theorywith
providesa rare exampleof a resultin the dual Brunn-Minkowski
theorywhichis false.
a counterpartin the Brunn-Minkowski
Lutwak'stheoremimpliesthat the answerto the Busemann-Pettyprobif K1 is an intersectionbody. Conversely,resultsin [11]
lem is affirmative
and [34] implythat if thereis a centeredconvexbody in En whichis not an
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intersectionbody, then the problem has a negative answer. In [11], the author
proved that a centered cylinder in En, n > 5, is not an intersectionbody, and
Zhang [35] shows that a centered cube in En, n > 4, is also not an intersection
body.
In Theorem 4.1 of this paper we obtain a new inversion formula for a
spherical Radon transformwhich is the radial function of a centered convex
body. This enables us to conclude in Theorem 5.2 that a dense set of centered
convex bodies in E3 consists of those which are the intersectionbody of a star
body. (It is essential to work with star bodies in this context, since a centered
cylinderin E3, forexample, is the intersectionbody of a nonconvex star body;
see [11, Remark 5.2(ii)].) We deduce in Corollary 5.3 that every centered
convex body in E3 is an intersectionbody. The solution to the Busemann-Petty
problem in E3 is an immediate corollary of either Theorem 5.2 or Corollary
5.3.
I am grateful to Professor R. Gorenflo and Dr. Vu Kim Tuan for the
informationpresented in Section 3 concerningcontinuous solutions of the Abel
integral equation, and to Professor Eric Grinberg for providing the proof of
Proposition 2.3.
2. Preliminaries
We denote the unit sphere and closed unit ball in n-dimensional Euclidean
space En by ?n-1 and TB,respectively. If u E Sn-1, then u1 is the subspace
orthogonal to u. We write Ak for k-dimensional Lebesgue measure, which we
identifythroughout with k-dimensional Hausdorffmeasure.
As is usual, we denote by C (or C() the class of continuous (or infinitely differentiable,respectively) functions. By Ce or C7ewe mean the even
functionsin these classes.
Suppose p is the vertical angle forspherical polar coordinates in En, that
is, the angle between a vector and the positive xn-axis. We say that a function
f on ?n-1 is rotationally symmetric (with respect to the xn-axis) if its values
depend only on p.
A convex body is a compact convex set with nonempty interior. A set L
is star-shaped at the origin if it contains the origin, and every line through the
origin meets L in a (possibly degenerate) line segment. If L is star-shaped at
the origin, its radial function PL is defined by
PL(u) = SUP{C> 0: cu E L},
for u E ?n-1. The radial function PL can be extended to a function defined
on En by requiring positive homogeneity of degree -1; we shall referto this
as the extended radial functionof L. By a star body we mean a compact set
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whichis star-shapedat the originand whoseradial functionis continuous.We
say a set is centeredifit is centrallysymmetric
withcenterat the origin.
Suppose L is a star body of revolution.Then L is said to be axis-convex
ifeach lineparallelto its axis whichmeetsit does so in a (possiblydegenerate)
line segment.
Let K be a convexbody in En, and u E ?n-1. Let lu be the line parallelto
u throughthe origin.For each x E lI, let Dx denotethe (possiblydegenerate)
(n - 1)-dimensional ball containedin the hyperplaneu1 + x, with centerat
x and with An-1-measure
equal to that of K n (u' + x). (We take Dx = 0
if K n (u' + x) = 0.) The union of all the sets Dx for x E lu is called the
Schwarzsymmetral
ofK in the directionu. It followsdirectlyfromthe BrunnMinkowskitheoremthat a Schwarzsymmetralis a convexbody of revolution
withaxis 1lu;see, forexample, [3, Section41].
Suppose g E C(Sn-1), and f is definedby
f(u) =

j

$.n-inu I

g(v) dAn-2(v)v

forall u E sn-1; that is, f(u) is the integralofg overthe greatspherein ?n-1
orthogonalto u. Then we write

f =Rg,
and say that f is the sphericalRadon transform
of g. The followinguseful
factis knownabout R (see [21,p. 161]).
PROPOSITION 2. 1. Suppose
C~e00(Sn-1)such that f = Rg.

f E Ce?(Sn-i).

Then there is a g E

It is also known(see [21,p. 144]) that R is self-adjoint,
in the sense that
forf and g in Ce(Sf-1),
i|-i

f(u)(Rg)(u) dAn-i(u) =

j

(Rf)(u)g(u) dAn-(u).

From this and the fact that by Proposition2.1, the range of R is dense in
Ce(Sn-l1) it follows that R is injective on Ce(Sfl1).

(Direct proofs of the

injectivityare givenin [20], [27] and [28].)
The nextpropositionis provedin [18,p. 193] forthe Radon transform
on
complexprojectivespace. For the convenienceof the reader,we providethe
details forthe case whichinterestsus here.
commuteswithrotaPROPOSITION2.2. The sphericalRadon transform
tions.
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Proof. Let <DE SON, f E C(Sn1-) and u E ?n-1. Then
4J(Rf)(u) = Rf(Q 1u) =

j

$ n-1n(D-1U) I

f (v) dAn-2(V)

Substitutew = 4bv. Note that <71u v = 0 if and onlyif u* 4v = u w = 0.
Usingthe SON-invariance
of An-2,the last integralbecomes
$n- nu I

f (b-1w) dAn-2(w) = R(4f ) (u)

as required.

C1

Suppose that f E C(S2). For 0 < (p < , denoteby f((p) the averageof
f overthe circleof latitudewithangle (p fromthe northpole in $2; thus
f((P) =

1

r2

Q

7

f(0, p) dO.

We identifyf withits naturalextensionto a rotationallysymmetric
function
on $2. The following
observationwas made by P. Funk in [10,VI, p. 285].
PROPOSITION2.3. If f, g E C(S2) and f = Rg, then f = Rg.
Proof. We have

m
f(sc)= lim

flm

i=1

(

P)7

forsuitablechoicesof Oj, 1 < i < m, and a similarexpressionfor (fp). Denote
also by Oithe rotationby angle Oi about the z-axis. Then, usingProposition
2.2, we have
f(OA,(P) = (971f) (O P)
=

(O9-(Rg))(O,

p) = (R(O9;g))

(O, p).

Consequently,

m

f(P) = lim m > (R(Oy1g))(0, p)
= R

lim

= R (

lim
.

= R

A(7

1g) (0, )

tP)

-+0.
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R in
UsingProposition2.1, one can extendthe sphericalRadon transform
En to a continuouslinearmap fromthe space of finitesignedBorel measures
in ?n-1 intoitself;see the discussionin [15]. A star body L in En is called an
intersectionbodyif PL = Ra, where1ais an even (nonnegative)Borel measure
in ?n-1. Any such L is centered.
The latterdefinitionis introducedin [14]. We shall almost always work
witha special case of this,whichcorrespondsto the originaldefinitionof an
intersectionbody in [24]. We say that a star body L is the intersectionbody
of a star bodyM if
PL(U) = An-1(M n u),
forall u E ?n-1. We writeL = IM. It is easyto see, usingthe polarcoordinate
formulaforvolume,that L = IM forsome M ifand onlyif PL = Rg forsome
nonnegativecontinuousfunctiong; just take g = pn-1/(n- 1). It is known
(see [24, (8.3)]) that if L = IM, then thereis a unique such M whichis also
centered.
The followingtheoremis from[11, Theorem3.1] (see also [35]). Most of
the workis done in Lutwak'stheorems[24,Theorems10.1 and 12.2].
THEOREM 2.4. Let n > 3. The Busemann-Petty
problemhas a positive

answerin En ifand onlyifeach centeredconvexbodyK in En, witheverywhere
positiveGaussian curvatureand PK E CeOO(?n-1),is theintersectionbodyof a
star body.
Zhang [34] has notedthat it is possibleto provethe followingrefinement
of the previoustheorem.
THEOREM 2.5. Let n > 3.

The Busemann-Pettyproblemhas a positive answer in En if and only if each centeredconvexbodyK in En is an
intersectionbody.

3. Some inversion formulae
In this sectionwe studysome knowninversionformulaeforthe spherical
in threedimensions.
Radon transform
Suppose that f E Ce(S2) is rotationallysymmetricwith respectto the
z-axis, and f = Rg forg E Ce(S2). Then, usingthe facts(see Section2) that
R is injectiveon Ce(S2) and commuteswith rotations,we see that 9 is also
rotationallysymmetricwith respectto the z-axis. Let u E S2, and suppose
the angle betweenu and the z-axis is 2- 4. Let p be the verticalangle in
sphericalpolar coordinates,and suppose that x = cos 4 and t = cos p. Then
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Rg becomes

(1)

f(sin- x)

=

4]

-

(

)

dt,

for 0 < x < 1, and f(sin-1 0) = 2irg(cos-10). (This is explained in detail
in [11, Section 4].) Conversely,if g E Ce(S2) is rotationallysymmetricand
satisfies(1), then f = Rg.
Equation (1) is an Abel integralequation,whichcan be solvedbystandard
techniques. Suppose we defineh by h(x) = f(sin-1x), 0 < x < 1. The
existenceand integrability
of a solutiong, unique in L1(0, 1), was provedby
L. Tonelli,underthe assumptionthat h is absolutelycontinuous;see Chapter1
of [17],especiallyTheorem1.2.1. One formofthe solutionis (cf. [17, (L.B.5i),
p. 24])

(2)

g(cos- t) =

d

2f(siniX)dx,

for 0 < t < 1, and g(cos-1 0) = f(sin-1 0)/27r. An alternativeformof the
solutionof (1) is (cf. [17, (L.B.5ii), p. 24])
(3)

g(cos it) = 2

\f(0) + t

-

(t2

2)(s 2)ido

for0 < t < 1. The existenceof a unique continuousg of eitherformfollows
fromthe assumptionthat the functionh definedabove satisfiesh E Cl ([, 1]).
Indeed,by substituting(3) into (1), we see that
Xg(cosl1t)
2 xf~f(O)dt

4

x2-t)

,

dt=

t
+2x
7r
VxT2
= f(O)

+ 2

= f(O) +

x

7r Jo

fA f(i

ft
Jo
(t2
(sini )

f'(sin-i y)

2)(2)dYdt

i

l-_y2Jy

t
(2-t)t-y)

dtdy

dy = f(sin-1 x)

to obtain (3) from(2),
so that (3) is a solutionof (1). (It is also not difficult
underthe integralsign.)
by means of integrationby parts and differentiating
Accordingto [17, Theorem5.1.5], with m = 1, K(x,t) _1,13 = 0, 1a = 2
and a = 1/2,thereis a continuoussolutiong of (1) if h E C1([O,1]); sincethe
solutionis unique,we concludethat the g givenby (2) or by (3) is continuous
for0 < t < 1. (A directproofof the continuityof g is fairlystraightforward
using (3).)
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Settingt = 1 in (3), and substitutingx = sin(p,we obtain
(4)

f'((p) sec (p dfp.

27rg(O)= f(O) +

Let us nowsupposethat f = Rg, forarbitraryf E C, (S2) and g E C(e(S2).
Then f = Rj, by Proposition2.3. Denote the northpole in S2 by uO. When
(4) is valid, we can use it with f and g replaced by f and 9, respectively,
togetherwiththe equalities f(uo) = f(O) and g(uo) = 9(O), to obtain
2ir9(uo)= f (Uo) +

j

f'(() sec ( dp.

Substitutingfor f, and changingthe order of integration,we arriveat the
formula
(5)

27rg(uo)= f(uo) +

2&f
a(9,(p) ssec pdp d9.

j

It seemsthat (5) was familiarto Blaschke;see [2, p. 155].

4. A new inversion formula
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a centered,
strictlyconvexbodyin E3 withPK E
Cl(S2), and suppose that PK = Rg for some g E Ce(S2). Denote by uo the

northpole in S2. Then

g(uo) =-4

2

j

K

A(z)

dz,

whereAK(zo) denotesthearea oftheintersection
of K withtheplane z = zo.
Proof. For each 0o, let KOobe the intersectionof K with the quarter-

< p < 7r/2} containing the z-axis for z > 0, where
(p, 0, p) are spherical polar coordinates (with p > 0 as usual). For each fixed0,

plane {(p, 0, Ap): 0

=

Oo, 0

thereis a unique point x* = x*(0) in the boundaryofK9 whichhas maximum
height z* = z*(0). If x* = (p*, 0, Ap*),then x* divides the part of the boundary
of K9 contained in the boundary of K into two arcs; namely, that for which
0 < p < p* (which may be degenerate), and that for which A* < p < 7r/2.
These arcs can be described in cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 9, z) by

ri = ri(9, Z)

PK(UO) < Z < Z

and
r2 = r2(9,z),

0 < z < Z*
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For j = 1,2, extendthe domain of rj by definingrj(O,z) = 0 forall z > 0
outsidethese intervals.Note that
ifO<Z<

2ffir2(0 z) dO

A

l 2 f(rri(,)

r(9,z))

Z

pK(UO)

dO if pK(UO) Z?
<

By (5), we have

~
= PK(UO)+ ~~~~~~~~~~27r
A
X
p~,~sec
27rg(uo)

(6)(6)

dO.
(p d~p

this expressionto cylindricalpolar coordinates. Let us again
We transform
fix0. For 0 < p < A*, we have p2 = r2 + Z2 and tangp= ri/z, while for
AP*< (P < 7r/2,we have p2 = r2 + z2 and tan (p = r2/z. Therefore

to

PK =secepd(p =

-

sec p dp

dp +

JP~?I) X

+ 1) dz (rr2)2)_
(2ja ZA(

j2

(2a(r2) (

+ 1) dz

Substitutinginto (6), we now obtain
1

27r

1

PKf(UO)

+

I

(dZ

2

(r2(O,z)-r1(O. z)) dzj d.

The theoremfollowsfroma changein the orderof integrationand the above

forAK(Z).
expression

5. The main results
of a similarresult(see [11,
theoremis a slightimprovement
The following
Theorem5.1]).
5.1. Let L be a centeredaxis-convexbodyof revolutionin 1E3
such that PL Elw(fm2) and thecurvatureof L existson theintersectionof the
boundaryof L withtheplane throughthe originorthogonalto the axis of L.
Then L is the intersectionbodyof a star body.
THEOREM
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Proof. We have to provethe existenceof a nonnegativeg E Ce(S2) such
that PL = Rg. FromSection3 we knowthat thisis equivalentto the existence
ofa nonnegativeg E C(e(2) whichsatisfies(1), withf replacedbyPL* We may
assumethat the axis ofrevolutionofL is the verticalaxis, so that PL = PL('P),
where(p is the verticalsphericalpolar coordinate. Let x = sin(p, and define
h by h(x) = pL(sin-1 x), for0 < x < 1. Then h is continuouslydifferentiable
on [0,1). Furthermore,
lim h'(x) = lim pL(sin-x)
x >+-1-

x >1l-

-

1-x2

whichexistsby our assumptions,so h E C1([O,1]). FromSection3, we know
that this impliesthat a g E Ce(S2) existsof the formgivenby (2), so that
g(cos-1t)

=

for 0 < t < 1, and g(cos-1 0)

=

1 d tXPL(sin-x) dx
d
d
2irdtj
Vt2-~X2
pL(sin-1 O)/2ir.

We have to showthat g is nonnegative,and this willfollowifthe integral
increaseswith t. As in [11, Theorem 5.1], we substitutes = x/t, and the
integralbecomes
1 stpL (sin-1(st))

d

But the axis-convexityof L means that sin(pPL((p) increases with (p, so
C1
XPL(sin-1x) increaseswithx, and the resultfollows.
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be a centeredconvexbodyin E3, such thatK has
everywhere
positiveGaussian curvatureand PK E Co (S2). Then K is the

intersectionbodyof a star body.

Proof. Since PK E C(,(S2), Proposition2.1 guaranteesthe existenceof
a g E C(e(2) such that PK = Rg. We have to showthat g > 0.
Let uO E $2. Suppose K is the Schwarzsymmetralof K in the direction
uO. We claim that pk E C1((2). To see this, let uO be the northpole for
coordinateson $2, and let r-= r-(z) give (in cylindricalpolar coordinates)
the boundaryof K. Denote by <Dthe horizontalshear transformation
which
takes the pointx* in the boundaryof K withmaximalheightz* to the point
(0,0, z*); thenthe body 4JKhas the same Schwarzsymmetralin the direction
rule
uO as K. The transformation
PDK(X) = PK(D

X),

forthe change in the extendedradial functionunderthe linear map <D,follows fromits definition.From this, we see that the usual radial functionof
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4DK satisfiesPbK E Ce, (S2). Since the boundaryof liK can be expressedin
cylindricalpolar coordinatesas a singlefunctions = s(O,z), we have
=

1

2

(

z) dO,

for all z. For any zo with 0 < zo < z*, this shows that r-is a C(? function
on [-zo, zo], and hencethat Pk is a C(? functionexceptpossiblyat +uo. The
assumptionsthat K has everywherepositiveGaussian curvatureand PK E
Cj?(S2) allow us to apply Blaschke's rollingball theorem(see, forexample,

[30, Corollary3.2.10]) to concludethat K has cIBas a Minkowskisummand
forsome E > 0. Thereforethereis a translateof cIBwhichcontainsx* and
whichis containedin K. It followsthat thereis also a translateof dB which
contains (0, 0, z*) and whichis containedin K. So K has a unique tangent
plane at (0, 0, + z*), and this showsthat Pk E 7lC(S2),as claimed.
Theorem5.1 impliesthat K is the intersectionbody of a star body, so
that PR = R-, forsome nonnegativeg E C((S2). By the definition
of K, we
have AK = AK, in the notationof Theorem4.1. The lattertheoremimplies
that g(uo) = -(uo), and thereforeg(uo) > 0. Since uo E S2 was arbitrary,
the
proofis complete.
C1
COROLLARY5.3. Every centeredconvexbodyin E3 is an intersection
body.
Proof. It is shownin [14] that the class of intersection
bodies is closed
underuniform
limits.The corollaryfollowsfromTheorem5.2 and thefactthat
the class of centeredconvexbodies whose Gaussian curvatureis everywhere
differentiable
is dense in the
positiveand whoseradial functionsare infinitely
class of all centeredconvexbodies (see [29]).
C1
The resultsof [35] show that Theorem5.2 and Corollary5.3 are falsein
fouror more dimensions.In particular,as we remarkedin the introduction,
Zhang showsthat a centeredcube in En, n > 4, is not an intersection
body.
E3.

COROLLARY5.4. The Busemann-Petty
problemhas a positiveanswerin

eitherfromTheorem2.4 and Theorem
Proof. This followsimmediately,
5.2, or fromTheorem2.5 and Corollary5.3.
WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, BELLINGHAM, WA
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